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ABSTRACT
In a solar photovoltaic array, it is possible that shadow may fall over some of its cells. Under partial shading conditions
the PV characteristic gets more complex with multiple peaks. The purpose of this paper is to illustrate, by analyzing
different shading situations, the effects that partial shading can cause in a PV array. First this is done by simulation using Matlab/Simulink, then the impact of shading is illustrated experimentally by measurements on a two commercial
140 W PV panels series connected.
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1. Introduction
Photovoltaic modules are connected in series and parallel
to form a PV array in order to match the power requirements in terms of voltage and current [1,2]. The total
power in such an array is, however lower than the sum of
the individual rated power of each module. There are different reasons for that. The main reason, which is the
purpose of this paper is partial shading [3,4]. In a series
connected solar photovoltaic module, performance is adversely affected if the cells are not equally illuminated.
All the cells in a series array are forced to carry the same
current even though a few cells under shade produce less
photon current. The shaded cells may get reverse biased,
acting as loads, draining power from fully illuminated
cells. If the system is not appropriately protected, hotspot problem can arise and in several cases, the system
can be irreversibly damaged. The PV plants are built
today in a fixed series-parallel configuration and the single module is equipped with bypass diodes included in
different configurations. This is used to bypass the single module when it is slightly radiated in order to avoid
that the single module current may reduce the current of
the whole photovoltaic array. On one hand this solution
is easily adoptable and allowed to improve the energy
production from the whole PV array but on the other
hand it imposes to renounce to the energy produced by
the module which is bypassed by the diode [5]. The purpose of this paper is to illustrate, by analyzing different
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

shading situations, the effects that partial shading can
cause in a PV array [6]. First this is done by simulation
using Matlab/Simulink, then the impact of shading is illustrated experimentally by measurements on a two commercial PV panels series connected.

2. Partial Shading and Bypass Diodes
Uniform illumination intensity in a panel is not almost
satisfied because of buildings or trees shades, atmosphere
fluctuation, existence of clouds and daily sun angle
changes. Shade impact depends on module type, fill factor, bypass diode placement severity of shade and string
configuration. Power loss occurs from shade, also current
mismatch within a PV string and voltage mismatch between parallel strings [7]. Typically, a crystalline silicon
module will contain bypass diodes to prevent damage
from reverse bias on partially shaded cells. These diodes
are placed across 12 - 18 cells in a group of cells.
In Figure 1 is shown a module with 36 cells connected
in series like the ones used in this research, each consisting of 2 groups of 18 cells. Each group of cells is connected to a bypass diode that begins conducting if shading causes a cell to go far enough into reverse bias. In
this example, shade causes diode D2 to short out its
group of cells, reducing module 1’s voltage by 1/2.
The bypass diode across this group of cells will begin
conducting when shading causes a cell to go far enough
into reverse bias. The bypass diode allows current from
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Table 1. Electrical characteristics data of the Kyocera solar
KD140GH-2PU at 25˚C, 1.5 AM, 1000 W/m2. (taken from
the datasheet)

Figure 1. Single module with 36 cells in series.

non-shaded parts of the module to pass by the shaded
part and limits the effect of shading to the only neighboring group of cells protected by the same bypass diode.
When a bypass diode begins conducting, the module
voltage will drop by an amount corresponding to the sum
of cell voltages protected by the same bypass diode plus
the diode forward voltage, but current from surrounding
un-shaded groups of cells continues around the group of
shaded cells. The effect of shade on power output of typical PV installation is nonlinear in that a small amount of
shade on a portion of an array can cause a large reduction in output power [8-10].

3. Partial Shading Simulation of a Single
Module
In Table 1 are shown the electrical characteristics of the
modules used in this research under standard test conditions (STC) which means the irradiance G = 1000 W/m2,
temperature = 25˚C and AM = 1.5. It can be seen that the
module consists of two groups series connected. Each
group consists of 18 cells connected in series. A bypass
diode is connected in antiparallel with each group [11].
In Figure 2 is shown the simulation of a single module
based on the single diode model equations implemented
in Matlab/Simulink. The simulation allows to modify the
environmental data and the characteristic parameters of
the implemented photovoltaic module such as irradiance,
temperature, short circuit current, open circuit voltage,
etc.
Three cases has been simulated .The first case is under
STC without shading for Group 1 and Group 2. The simuCopyright © 2013 SciRes.

Maximum Power (Pmax)

140 W

Voltage at Pmax (Vmp)

17.7 V

Current at Pmax (Imp)

7.91 A

Open-circuit voltage (Voc)

22.1 V

Short-circuit current (Isc)

8.68 A

(KI) Temperature coefficient of Isc

(0.06)%/K

(KV) Temperature coefficient of Voc

–(0.36)% K

NOCT

45˚C

Number of cells

36 in series

Number of bypass diodes

One per 18 cell

Cells technology

Polycrystalline

lation resulting V-I characteristic (red curve) is shown in
Figure 3. The short circuit current is very closed to 8.68
A and the Voc is very closed to 22.1 V. The resulting
P-V characteristic (red curve) is shown for the same case
in Figure 3. The maximum power is 140 W which is the
expected value. Vmp is very closed to the value 17.7 V
and Imp is very closed to the value 7.91 A. The second
case is simulated for irradiance (G = 1000 W/m2) on
Group 1 and shading on Group 2 (G = 500 W/m2) with
two bypass diodes connected. In Figure 3 the resulting
V-I characteristic is shown (green curve). In Figure 3 the
resulting P-V characteristic (green curve) is shown. As
the two groups are not equally illuminated the power
contributed by each group is different and the maximum
power is less than 140 W. The presence of bypass diodes
will allow the un-shaded cells in a group to conduct their
maximum current at a given irradiance and temperature
(the green curve). Figures 3 and 4 reveal that, under partially shaded conditions, the bypass diodes introduce
multiple steps in the I-V characteristics and multiple
peaks in the P-V characteristics.
The third case is as in the second case but with the
bypass diodes disconnected. In Figure 3 the resulting V-I
characteristic is shown (blue curve). In Figure 4 is
shown the resulting P-V characteristics (blue curve). If
the bypass diodes are not present, the shaded group will
limit the current output of the un-shaded group (blue
curve).
The following two cases have been simulated to make
comparison with the experimental measurements made
for the same conditions. In Figure 5 is shown the resultant I-V characteristic and in Figure 6 is shown the P-V
characteristic for irradiance G = 922 W/m2 and T = 61˚C
without shading. Voc value is 19.5 V, Isc is 8 A and
Pmax is 108 W.
In Figure 7 is shown the resultant I-V characteristic
and in Figure 8 is shown the P-V characteristic for irSGRE
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Figure 2. Simulation of a single module 36 cells with one bypass diode per 18 series connected cells.

Figure 5. I-V characteristics of single module simulated for
G = 922 W/m2, T = 61˚C.
Figure 3. I-V Characteristic curves of single module for 3
different conditions.

Figure 6. P-V characteristics of single module simulated for
G = 922 W/m2, T = 61˚C.

Figure 4. P-V Characteristic curves of single module for 3
different conditions.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

radiance G = 926 W/m2 for non-shaded group and G =
193 W/m2 for the shaded one, T = 61˚C. Voc value is
18.9 V, Isc is 8 A and Pmax is 48.4 W.
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4. Partial Shading Simulation of Two
Series-Connected Modules

Figure 7. I-V characteristics of single module simulated for
G = 926 W/m2, G = 193 W/m2, T = 61˚C.

Figure 8. P-V characteristics of single module simulated for
G = 926 W/m2, G = 193 W/m2, T = 61˚C.

When the PV modules are connected in series, they will
conduct the same current but the voltage across them will
be different.
These voltages are added together to determine the resultant output voltage. In Figure 9 is shown the simulation of two identical modules connected in series. The first
module, as said before is 36 cells, is composed of Group 1
and Group 2. The second module is composed of Group 3
and Group 4. The two groups are connected in series.
Three cases has been simulated .The first case is under
STC without shading for Group 1, Group 2, Group 3 and
Group 4. In Figure 10 the simulation resulting V-I characteristic (red curve) of the two modules in series is shown.
The short circuit current is 8.68 A and the Voc is 44.2 V.
In Figure 11 the resulting P-V characteristic (red curve) is
shown. The maximum power in this case is 280 W which
is the sum of the power of the two modules equally illuminated. The second case is for irradiance G = 1000 W/m2
on Group 1 and with shading (G = 500 W/m2) only on
Group 2. The four bypass diodes are connected. In Figure
10 the resulting V-I characteristic is shown (green curve).
In Figure 11 the resulting P-V characteristic (green
curve) is shown. As the two modules are not equally illuminated the power contributed by each panel is different
and the maximum power is less than 280 W. The third

Figure 9. Simulation of two modules in series.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Figure 12. I-V characteristics of two modules in series simulated for G = 901 W/m2, G = 185 W/m2, T = 61˚C.

Figure 10. V-I characteristics of two modules in series.

Figure 13. P-V characteristics of two modules in series simulated for G = 901 W/m2, G = 185 W/m2, T = 61˚C.

5. Experimental Measurements

Figure 11. P-V characteristics of two modules in series.

case is as in the second case but with the bypass diodes
disconnected. In Figure 10 the resulting V-I characteristic
is shown (blue curve). In Figure 11 is shown the resulting
P-V characteristics (blue curve).
The following case has been simulated to make comparison with the experimental measurements obtained. In
Figure 12 is shown the resultant I-V characteristic and in
Figure 13 is shown the P-V characteristic for irradiance G =
901W/m2 for the non-shaded groups, G = 185 W/m2 for
the shaded one and T = 61˚C. Voc value is 38 V, Isc is
7.84 A and Pmax is 152.6 W. It is seen that the current is
low for the shaded group because of the low irradiance.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

A number of experimental measurements has been done
to study the impact of partial shading on the PV system
and to verify the validity of the simulation. The instrument used for this purpose is HT I-V 400 Tracer.
The first group of measurements has been done on a
single module as shown in Figure 14.
In Figure 15 are shown I-V and P-V characteristics of a
single module obtained experimentally for G = 922 W/m2,
T = 61˚C without shading. Voc value is 19.62 V, Isc is
7.88 A and Pmax is 110.48 W. In Figure 16 are shown
I-V and P-V characteristics of a single module obtained
experimentally for G = 926 W/m2 for the non-shaded
group, G = 193 W/m2 for the shaded one and T = 61˚C.
Voc value is 19.62 V, Isc is 7.68 A and Pmax is 49.15 W.
In Figure 17 is shown the PV system of two modules
connected in series. In Figure 18 are shown I-V and P-V
characteristics for two modules in series without shading
for G = 896 W/m2, T = 61˚C.
In Figure 19 is shown the same system of Figure 17
with shading of one cell. In Figure 20 are shown I-V and
P-V characteristics for two modules in series for G = 901
W/m2 for the non-shaded groups, G = 185 W/m2 for the
SGRE
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Figure 14. Single module PV system.
Figure 18. I-V, P-V characteristics of two modules connected in series obtained experimentally for G = 896 W/m2,
T = 61˚C without shading.

Figure 15. V-I, P-V characteristics of single module obtained experimentally without shading, G = 922 W/m2, T =
61˚C.
Figure 19. PV system of two modules connected in series
with shading.

Figure 16. V-I , P-V characteristics of single module obtained experimentally, G = 926 W/m2 for non-shaded group,
G = 193 W/m2 for the shaded group, T = 61˚C.
Figure 20. I-V, P-V characteristics of two modules connected in series obtained experimentally with shading.

Figure 17. PV system of two modules connected in series.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

shaded one and T = 61˚C. Voc value is 38.5 V, Isc is
7.74 A and Pmax is 153.7 W.
In Figure 21 are shown the I-V and P-V characteristics obtained experimentally for shading completely half
module. For non-shaded cells G = 901 W/m2, T = 61˚C.
Voc value is 33.5 V, Isc is 7.75 A and Pmax is 153.81
W.
In Figure 22 are shown the I-V and P-V characteristics of two series connected modules with complete shadSGRE
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6. Conclusion
MATLAB/SIMULINK software has been developed to
simulate the behavior of PV modules with different configurations under variable meteorological conditions, in
particular the impact of partial shading. The effect of the
bypass diodes on PV characteristics under partially shaded conditions has been simulated. Experimental measurement has been done and the validity of the simulation
software has been verified.
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